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This study was conducted for the purpose· of 'evaluating various 
· safety stock policies in a dynamic 1 multi-echelon inventory syst~mo 
The study environment is set in. a four level multi-ech·elon pr9duction 
system a . Demands on tne· system are forecast over a. twenty period p,lari~ ~ 
-------··-· ·• 
··--- -- .. --••.-·- --·-·•--.··--"- ·--·-- --··-· . 
.. -- ... ··-- - .••.. .--- -----··- - "'----'-
---· -- --- ~ -=·--'-~..c...c......-·-·-=-·'-····.·.c•;.;...=·--.--:~---'---'-"--"----··.,-·-:,-c •• ,. --~2_'~~·-----=·-·------ -~_:____:_::_~.:..:·===-.:....:.·..:.=..:.:·_'-· .. ·-------- ---- ------ ~------ ---·-------·---------- ' -----·---·---~----·~--~--·------------·----------··---------··---------··-· 
nii:ig ~orizon and are treated in the model as deterministico Safety 
stock is required .to protect against. lead time variation ·.:which- is 
. assmned to be distribut~d in a Po·isson manner. All costs are assumed 
known with tll~ -~xception of st.ocko~t co st . 
. Twelve sa:f ety stock policie"s are tested for three sets of demand 
characteristics: . low demands in. the. "range. of O to 10 uni ts per period·, 
nearly con·stant demands· on the order of 100 to ·200 units per period, 
~ -L~ 
and large variation in demand (0 to· 1000 units per period). The 
safety stock policie~ are: 





· (a) . Safety stock at a11 · 1evels based on .the ave·rage demand 
· occurring during "n" stan'dard deviations of· the lead tinie .·. ··· 
dist ri but ion, 
. i\ . 
: (b) Safety stock only .. at final assembly level based __ on the 
---····--··· ____ , ..... . 
av·erage demand occurring during _"n" _· standa.rd· deviations of 
-the ·1ead. time distribution,. 
.. · {c) 'Shift. production schedule '·'n" periods at~ all levels, :·-a.'1 · 
.,:r; ' t ,._,, . "T~ •' 
. . Q 
.··". 
.. (d) Shift production schedule " " n periods at. f-inal assembly · --··· 
level only, · 
·.·where n - 1, 2, -or 3. . The ·ear-l-y-product ion alternat i·ves are intended 
.... ,. __ .._ ___ ..... -~ .. " 
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t·he average, without fabricating additional units· :for reserve. st·ocko. 
The· process of si~ulation :is adopted for this study e 
·.·· 
.. - / 
. 
The res.ul ts of this study are presented in the form of ·total· 
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.. stock· should not be carried at all levels unless the per unit stockout 
cost is:quite high. 
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. Inventory. t,heory · is concerned with the development of an opera-, . ' . 
ting policy for the procurement(. of an. item which has economic valule 
, and is needed to satisfy .future demand. This defini tiori contains 
• !' ...... 
._economic .value, procurement, and operating policy. 
. Future demaiicf may be known with certainty, the probability dis-
.•.. , .. , .. 
' t·ri'.bution of. demand may be known,. or future denfand may be completely 
unknown. , It is very rare to have perfect information 'and. just. as 
~ntlsual to work in co~plet:e ignoranc~;-. In most situations, demands 
. 
. 
·are based on forecast· and ·treated as deterministic .or future demand 
··is assumed to be. represented by some probability distribution. In 
each of these cases, demand_s are approximated lja.s,.~d on historical 
.~:; information. 
. . "' . . ·. J.' . 
·The· , of intere~~. stocked for the purpose of internal con-
. ·-~· . . 
sumption distribution. There is cost associated with 
··, 
'ol?t·aining---·-t-h-is item~ either buying or producing·. There are also costs 
- ··--.. .. 
associ~.ted with ordering,. storage, shortage, and additional costs 
·",, 










· (--:--can be lumped together as systef!1iC cost. 
. .,.I 
J .. 
r F · .
r . 
,. 
There are two elements ~ssociated wft'h the. procurement of an 
. 1 
. 
. . l ... 
art i Cle ; Sour Ce Se lee ti OIL...and-pr-0-CUr~~en-t-- le ad t-ime .. -~Qll-~68----~e :1_-e<.?-:-t.-i,o-Il--~---c-·-~,~-=-=-:b.-
~ I 
----------~----- - -__ .---····--·~·--------r----
1 .· 
-------------
- -- -------- ----- ----~- --------------
men t lead time. is the time lag between the placement of an order and 
may involve ·a mak~ or b~y de-c_isi·on,- o~~J~ choice of v.en_do:rs o . Proc1..1.re--__ ·_-:-==---~:- -~---- .·-r·· 
-~~-----L--




. . - . ---·-·-··--·---- .. 
------- . ---· . . .. . 
. . --- . . -· 
··--~·-·· 
. i·' 
' ·, .. .'. -- ~ 
.---~ 'l 
'".':"""' ' • -~ ~=-, ,,, -·~<:~~--·--~ ---------~-H·••>~ ••• ""'•••-,.·••·'-•-
- · · 
. 
•· .- . - --,· ·-, ·,·-, '".·::., .. ,·' .. _ ., ... -·--
- - - . - - -- - - -
-
11 II I I I I I 
. the· receipt of merchandise e j "\;· This lead time may be known.or there 
may be risks·".as described by- some proba:bility distributiq_~! _______________ _ 
'The operatittg policy. seeks to answer such· basic questions.· as 








' / . 
! . 
' 
be stocked' whether decisions are t<> be static or repepk_i~~~.~ ·:_an~~b-=-y....:........=..:......:.__·· -,--··-_ ... _-·--~--·-.------·· ---___ -----· -_-._ ...._-~·_c.:::.:_:_ ________ ' -----
--------- ------
-------------- //' 






One important. aspe __ c-t of the operating policy is the problem of 
' . 
\ 
-- .... ---··---- . 
· _maintaining an adequate. reserve stock or safety st_oc~o This.safety 
· .• n . 
.. 
.. . ·" 
,. 
" reserve is provided to protect against an understock,condition 
'· 
.broug!n,t about by the occurrence of ~rtexpected d~mand, unusually long 
lead times, fo~ecast errors, or a combin~tion of-these. · Safety stock. ,) · · 
l is normally: computed in a predetermined. manner based Q£ expected 
' demand; lead time distribution,· service.criterion, or management--de-. · ,• 
cision. The most common procedqre is t<:> maintai.n a quantity of 
~ 
' stock equal· to the_ average deman~ during one or more standard de"'"'. 
~ · viations of the lead1 time ·distribution. 
: 
. -The analysis of an· inventory problem-, like other economic stud.-ie_s, 
-----·-~ .. ~·-~·----involves the bal .. ancing .of opposing· costs. If demand and lead .time 
·were. known, then a cost balance would be obtained b·etween· the cost_· 
of carrying inventory and the cost of placing.an· order. In a prq-, 
' duction situation, a set-up cost is incurred instead of an order· cost •. · 
. 
. 
' Other types of · opposing costs are holding cost ·versus stock:04t cost; · . .,~·- --···· "·• 
~------~-·c 
. ·-. -_. -or-overstoc:-k vtfr·sus~.:=u-ndeP-s~teck -eo-s-t o . A-n-ove-rs-tock-- cost would inc 1 ude ··.· 
" . 
. ·. b 




II C •• 
.. --r-....:..,. 
, seasonal considerations. . •'I', 
J' ·~ •• • 
.r 
·".i . 
. 0 . 
" 
-...-~-~-~ • .....,· .. _'a"!~~;:--,. 
·;. 
.· ' -: ',, . : ' '' •' '. ,·· .. 
-
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g -, 
-·--,··--,·····- ·'-·-------~·-· ·-··-·-.-.... ·-.. ··· .. ·:_.,_.~- -_,· __ - ·· .... ··.,.,' 
( 
-.--~~. -
:. ... ~-.·~·._ ,. 
5 
There are many good books and papers available which deal with 
the . analysis of inventory systems o ·· Many· of these are listed in the 
. -
. , bibliography· to. this -paper o These range f:fom~ elementary textbooks 
. 
__ / 
to highly theoretical· dissertations dealing with such .complex sub-
jects as dynamic programming and Markov: processes. In fact,·· there 
. : I 
i seem to be as many variations· ori Inventory problems as, there are 1 -.-
-- --- -- ------------------------ - - --·----·------r_···-
! ·. 
··-···---,---------- ----- -··- ·-' -·------ --·· ····· - ----·---------·· -·-------·-···•··---·-··•···---- ··-··--·· - ., 
----~-------- -------- -
_____ ·. ~·--------·----·----~·-· - ·----·····-- ....•. .,..,,.. ----
! . 
... ',·•::..; . 
" . 




analysts. Most of t.hese, however, have one thing i11 common; they are 
---- ·--- .. ~---··--------- -------···· 
! ' 
I seeking ·an optimal -policy for a given inven~ory systemo .. 
t 
! 
B. Definition of Problem 
... 
'·---~-.~·_,-·----·----. 
·The study environment assumes a multi-echelo~ production system. ' . 
... 
A,. product flow diagram through a typical fiv~ level system is __ presented 
.. 
in Figure 1. - Demands are imposed on the system. at level one o In 
. t· ... 
this example, one transistor can assembly ·requires 8 brackets, 1 can, 
- and 2 screw welds. _ These i terns are de~igna ted level two since they 
/ " " '. . .. . .· . . . . 
. feed or are directly assembled. into· a level one unit. The can, in · I • • • , 
,. 
<j 
- ··- ------·•·- . 
turn, _is composed-of 1 can end terminal (level 3), 1 can body (level 3)~· 
and· 1 can end (level· 4). · :Jn gener·a1, a level " " n 
. ' 
...• ,•, ' a.,, 
echelon supplies 
goods to any or all higher ecQelons and must· feed ·at lea·st one level 
' 
fl· 1" n- • 
- -- . -------. The convention to be followed in this ·the.sis is that the .highest 
echelon in the system will be designated level 1, the next lower, 
•. -· '--·-- ----·--·• ~ - . 
1 evel 2, etc. 'J:'hus, the larges~ ·numerical. designation will be used to 
. . 




. . ... . i< 
· ··· .... A distinction should be made between a typical multi-stage ~ro- _ · ·.. . ·. · .· .·· . i :·· .. -~-·~~ . -- .. -----···-~ ·----:·--------------· -~---.·--.. -- ... ... -_--··.·· ... -- :-·-· .. ----~-,-., ~ -·-~ . -- . . .. -- . . . . . . ... . . . .. . . : . . •'. .· . . . . . . ----r 
ducticn process and a multi-echelon production system. A multi-stage . /t 
assembly ·is a continuous process in which materials enter the system, 
. · .. /· . 
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Figure 1. Product Flow Through·Five Level ~ulti-Echelon Inventory System • 
. I. 
. '. ,· ., .. . . 
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7 
go through a-number of fabrication stages and emerge as a completed 
( product. A multi-echelon system is composed of a se'quence of multi-
sta.ge productiC?n processes o Each. cell in Figure ·l~ represents a multi~-. ,, \ 
. 
' 
stage assembly, but the distinct .part ·._number indicates that· each of 
'• 
these items are car~ied • in inventory." Thus, a multi-echelon . . ' 
. 
pro-
'C .,,..,,, duct ion system may be defined as a hierarchy· of mul ti_.;..stag~ ·processes, 
. ~---'~---..........---
Production control for a multi-echelon system can be ·described --·--x--------·· ·------; . 
as a four-step·· decision process. Given gross demands for a· finite ,, 
number of period~:· 
t>' 1. Safety stock is added to the gross demand in.period.one. 
--.;-:•. ,. } Gro_ss. demands are then reduced. by the amount of on-hand and 
. in-process inventory starting in period one and continuing 
' . 
. · until all initial inventory is exhausted. This process is 
~known as '' . '' netting • 
..., 
·, 
' . ' ' . 
. ' 
2. ·· Economic manufa.cturing quantities are developed from net 
-
. demands·o 
· 3. Manufacturing. lots are scheduled based on expected lead time. 
4. Manufactt.iring lots are " . " exploded.. to obtain gross_ demands 
.. for · the · next lower .·generation. . This process is continued .· 
.0 
.. ' 
-· .,: until economic manufacturing quantities are deterrnined·and 
~-- - -- - ----~- --- -schedu-led· through all levels. for ·this part~cular assembly. 
·1i: should be· rioted from the previous discussion that safety stock 
is added to gross demands at each level, is exploded, and becomes a 
- - - --- -
"· 




- - --- -demand on succ~ssive~-revelso Consider the first four cells in the 
,,., , 






·- ...... , . 
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- -------~-
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•.. -~ ,_.. ... -
.. ,·· --
demand ·for ··100 transistor can assemblies and that the ·safety stock 
'. is. 10% ·of the demand at each level o The net demand would be · 110 u.ni ts 
at level .one, 121 units at level two,. ·133 units at level three,· and 
" 146 unj. ts ,at level four.. -Thus, the demand- for level four i terns is 
46% higher t·han the original order ... This very gross example illus-
.,. trates the problem t'o be inve.stigated 0 The excess of lower generation ... .. ,.,?,.-
1 
inventory. This can also produce great fluctuations in the.work load 
" at. the. lower generations. 
(l 
The question a~ises as to whether safety stock-is required at '--·· . 
L .. 
all level~,. or if a reasonable margin of safe~y can be prov~ded 
·. ·a lower cost by carrying l".eserve stock only· on level one itemso 
·· "safety stock is required at all levels, then it may be possible to 
';) 
-
, provide a smoother productiq_n rate at the lower l~vels by a'cfju.sti1_1g ,. 
·, 
', 
. the product:i'on schedu~e so as to· provid·e goods in. inventory _one or· 
----.· 
~o~~ periods earlier ·than would normally be required. 
-c. Purpose of Study 
. ·. 
" . As mentioned previously, the ·objective of most inyentory studies 
---~--····-.... - ._'.,. 
· .. ,.,_ , ___ ,_ 'c-i:s---to· obtaiii ·an· opt.inial or absolute minimum cost· solution. This' of 
·course, ·is the· best·of all possible analytical.·goals. There ~re times, ,> - ---.. : 
howevei:,.= .. ·when an .optimal solution- is not ,possible or practical to 
. __ .. ~ . 
achieve ... The· limiting factor .-ma.y- be t_he lack of-:relevant information, 
or the problem may simply be too complex 1:o be sol.ved by: present ana-(}'.. . 
lytic;\· methOds. . . . ' . In th,is situat.i(\n, it· m~y be quite" possible to obtain 
. __ ·-~---- : - .. -~-~-----~--'l-arge s--av-i-ng~s-ub-opt1mal course of action. Such will be the 
·case ~ith this analysis. 
., 
..... , ... , ...... - ... :·:·· 
... 
,,:-t 
•· ; ·, . 
. ·" 
"f·: 
. ··"'--\, ( 
.·--:;, . 
L ... , 
•••;•·:·"·.,.·-;.. 
·, ~--- .... · ... ""'.·, 
-_·, 
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9 
Simply stated, this ·'·study ~ill be conducted to eval·uate·:various 
methods of providing safety stqck with the ultimate goal b~ing t.o die-
. termine under what conditions a particular method might profi t~bly 
c) 
ernployedo 
... (~i . 
D. • Scope and Procedure 
The scope of this study will be. to investigate four met·hods of 
providing safety stock in a multi-echelon inventory systemo Three . 
--sub-classes will be· tested under each al t~rnai;ive o ·These alternatives 
can be summarized as follows: 
. 1: 
' J 
(,'-. . -tl' . 
I . " 
: - ~ . 
1. Safety stock carried at all levels. 
a. Safety stock· basedr:·On the_· average deman~ occurring during 
.. one standard deviation of -the lead time distribution. . ' 
b .. Safety s~ock based on the average demand occurring during~""'~ 
two standard deviations of the lead time distribution . 
. 1:,. 
c. Safety stock based on the average demand occurring during 
l'' 
three~ standard deviations of the lead time distribution. 
. . 
2. Safety stock carried at level l only. 
a. ·Same· as la. 
.• 
b. Same as lb. · 
, .. p •. Same as le. 
.. 
3~ > Shift production schedule at .all .levels. 
'·- ...... -------·-··--------·-;;----..: -·-
a. J)roduct one week early .. 
b. Product two weeks early. 
~ 
c. Product three weeks early. 
,, 




.---····..:_ _________________ .. ~ --------
------- -----·--
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--c---'-~ .-·-
· 4 o Shift production schedule· at level 1· only. 
a. Same as · 3a o . · 
b. Same as3b. 
· c .. Same as 3c . 
' v- . 
· In addition, it will.be··ot.:interest to test 'the system under con-J . 
ditions of "no safety reserve" in order·tomeasure the relative im-(, .; 
. -·~-
provem~nt in cost and service provtded by these measures. This test 
. ""' . 
will be designated·as a zero protection run. 
Tlfe evaluation of alternatives will be made on the basis of 
' V tota.l cost ·obtained ·through the use of simulation .. 
,, 
The simulation 
. system is illustrated in ~igure 2. ,, Inputs to the system are control 
data, cost data, -and demand and tead time :parameters a The simulator 
- is a . special -purpose. program written· sp'ecifically for this study . 
Primary outputs from the simulator are total cost (excluding stockout) 
and total·number of· units out-of-stock· during one iteration. These 
two quantities ca~ be c~mbined into a total cos_t equation, .,A+B•Cs, 
,-,\ 
... ; .• which is recognized to be the.- equation of_a straight line with slope 
J 





' equal to total co~.t {excluding·' s.toc}tout) . -·-···-:·---------: .. -·.\'. 
,, 
The results obtained through the simulation of this inventory 
. 
. 
· · system, will be dependent upo·n the cost ·pa-rameters employed,· the de-
mands imposed on ,the syst·em,. and the type of lead time distribution 










" . ·, 
I 
nations of thes.e. variables, this study, Will be confiried to an an.aLY-S,..:a;iSB--_ -'-'----'----:--it 
---- ---~--------------·-·-- - ___ =---.......---:.-----. ---------- ---- ----· -----------·-------------------·-- ---
p -!. .. ''j''. of the "alter1iatives previously described for three sets· of demand, 
• • 
-·-----·-----,;---, ---------~~ .. cc.L.-----ifl 
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Demand and. Lead 
·' Time Parameters 









'......c..,--·--··1l . __ 
{Excluding Stockout) . ------'-- -------- -·--·------·-- --A Total Cost 
- Production Cost·,+ Holding Cost+ Setup Cost 
B = Total Number of Units Out-of-Stock 
TOTAL COST A + BC8 
where c·· Stockout Cost Per Unit s 
· ....... :,.,- . 
•. 




. ·~"····--·------· ·----. ·····--·--· 
·Figure 2. The · Simulation System 
__ ./ 
,. ... ,. -: -· ~.;··.-··""·-----.--.. - ... : .. 
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. . . ,,, 
VJi th requi;rements. restricted to 150 :: 50 units per period O In case . 
two, a demand structure with- lar.ge variation, 0-=1000 units_ per per·~od, , · µ, 
will . be tested Q • The third ca·se will investigate the react·ion. of the 
i~ . ~ 
. ~ 
. system to low demands in the range .. of 0-10,. units per period o·-- Each 
case will .be simulated.under identical cost and lead time conditionso 
..... i~::r'~A~.--•••,.,•,-..4.,,.._,. ·- _.c\ • 
All results will be preseinted in terms of the per u~it stockout ······--·-
cost-parameter, Cso The rationale for this.is that stockout cost is 
the most difficult parameter to ascertaino Generally, the cost due 
. 
. 
to shortage is more th-an-<simply a measur~Ef ·o:t·-·1ost. p·rofit · or lost 'time. 
There are intangible implications such as the value of a. los,t sale 
or a delayed order in terms of customer good willo It·is felt that · 
.,; -
wli'i-le it is difficult to estimate an actual ,value,° it~ may be possible 
· to determine a range or even _a lower limit for, stockout costo · There-.·.,.,. \ '' 
·fore, it witl· be l~ft· to the reader to analyze-his own particular 
situation and.to interpret th~ results accordingly. •,. '1 • 
.. 
··.· ...... 
. . ,;, ·, 
' . 
·, . 
______ .. ·· ·. 1.l' 
... , .... 
. ' 
--.----- .. . -~ 
• '.t- . 
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· The model which has been adopted for this -inventory study is a 
u 
• four level multi-echelon system set in. a manufacturing environment o _. · • • • ¥ 
.~ ..... 
The -u~i t requ,irements f~om one l~ve_l to the next· are one to · one as - . .. -
. 
. 
••• /, • n~cl~'->~•--'"·'·-4~·---- ,· -·-·· ,, .• .,,~c=-..,.~'".'"<~-·. • illustrat.ed in Figure 3 o The fundamental characteristics of the 
<'; model are: (1) Exte~nal demands on· the system are forecast for a 
finite number_ of periods-"f'nto the fyture and are treated in the model 
as deterministic; (2) Lead times are Poisson distributed in weeks 
with known.mean and variance;, _and (3) safety stock is .re·quireQ to # · • 
protect against lead time variation. 
This chapter contains a definition of terms used thrtiughout 
this,study, defining assumptions 'for'the model, and'a gross mathe- .. 




. A. Definition of Terms 
.. 
·For ease of reference,- the-alternate methoqs--of providing a 
·_ ·. · safety reserve. for which tliis modei will be tested are referi:·ed to" 
• 
" 
· in this. and subsequent ··chapters by their ab-brevlated Jorm as follows: 
·ssALL-n, 
SS10N-n, 





· ·Saf et-y. Stock at Level -1 .Only_ 
- ·-
. ----
EPALL-n, -!arly !roduction at all- :Levels. 














The "n~' is· used to designate that either safety stock is based onc__,.____1...,1,.____:.,~-'-,--~-c--~-lr' ------------------·-- --. ------~-~ 
. --· . _____________ · -'- .: .. -'----,----
' . ..· ... --.-----~---~--~-----------~----·-. 
---- ----·----------~-----------
' C 






standard deviations of the lead time distribution, or production--.is~-----~----_-.::;=--
. schedu_led n periods early, whichever is appropriate. (n=l,2,or 3) 
. , 
.. ·1 . 
.' 
':"." !':,_,._;_.,__-'-~.--· .-:__ 
--,-~- ------- _....,,.,, -~-.--~-.-rc;G--,· -- -~.---.- ,,-~\--._ . ...--. ~~-
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,·. Level 
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Fig;u;re The Model-Four Level (one 
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to _one) 
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Early production doe's not mean producing· at an accelerated 
i 
- \l 
. rate :as might be inferred'. It simply means that -an order is· placed 
earlier. than usual so as to ·provide finished goods in invenis~ry ox:ie · 
or more perio~s early.. This,, of course, assumes that forecasts of· 








A planning horizon is · an ar_bitrary--time per-iod-r-usua-1-i-y·--of'----..,--· ~ \ 
fixed· duration, _:f pr which f~tur~ 
------ ------ -- --------- ·- -----------. - . 
-. &1/JJ •·.· 
Unless otherwise spe~.:. fied, 
plans. and schedules are· derived. 
! •. the terms . stockout and stockout cost 
-
will be used on a per u ~it basis. 
- -Netting is the process of reducing gro~s demands by· on-hand 
_ . ., . 
. inventory to obtain ~net demands. 
. " 
~ j • .'" 
., 
• 




• ----· .... · ··.: ............ _-_-··- ___ ., ___ .. : ·----»-••• .; '. -·•--·- • •• .-u• .. "··-•" • 
· . ments fro·m net demands. - -For . exa)Jlple, assume . that one unit of a par-' . . , . ~-
ticular assembly requires four units of part a and two units of part 15. 
· lf a net demand exists for 100 assemblies, then the component r --
quirements are 400 units of part a and 200 ·units of 1'part b. 
Queue time is \the sum of transportation times plus aiting timea 
·. througJ:i a series of fabrication stages. 
. . . 
B. Assumptions 
--- ,p, . The fallowing underlying a'ssumptio . are explicit in- the model: 
. )·,·, 
. '.i\. .... ,. 
--·- . - ' 
.· (1) · Demands are known· with certa1.nty and ·occur at the begi_nning of . .. 
. . / 
. --
. 
each period. •.·. ' '·. · .. ·· - ... · ·. ; 
(2). Lead times (the ti,me between tile releasing o:f an order to the 
- --- - ----·- -- -
shop and its_ finish of ft.·na-1:--i-nSJ>ec-~fi-on)--are----Pofsson distributed 
in weeks. Because of this a_ss.umption, , prod,uction quantt ties ~re ' ', . ..,.,): ... -~·. / ... . 
... . 
. .,:.,. .•. ..,J 
.·-.-~· 4 
e; . ' ' ·., 
;'"', . 
('· 












-a~lowed to cross or become- ·combined during_ processing. 
, (3) The expecte~ value ·of all costs are known (with the exception 
,. ot .stockout cost) and are independent of'·'.each other o 
l 
·-····«·--··~-!j.- --
. · (4) Holding·· costs ar.e' incurred at the end of each period and are 
proportional to -the actual ending inventory o 
Stockout costs are incurred at the end of each peri9d and 
' 
-prQportiona.l to the actual number of .level 1 units out-of--stock. 
~hortages of other than level 1 items are treated ·a:s produc_tion _ 
delays and result in additional setups, with s,.etup cost penalty, · 
as items become -available. 
The J_ength :of a planning horizon is 20 weeks. This is an 
.·& trary specificat:io_n and will not affect the results of this 
Mathematical Formulation 
The mathematical formulation· which fo.llows is developed for 
·, 
' It is not an iJ,!.tegral part of this study·,. but is included to -
the complex interactions ·which are present in this model. 
-,,. ' 
Notation ...; .Assume that a demand vector D exists and. that these.· 
demands are -combined into an economic lot size vector Q by the 
. of Appendix _I. 




after 0 SCh~9ultng -- for mean lead time. 
>---··-- -·---- -·-· the quantity of stock to be produced (started)," 
shifting for .early production, if required. 








. ,' ·-;.__ : 
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. is the quantity of stock- arriving into inventory at the be-··· 
- .. II);.,. 
'~'.it'~ 
'J 
ginning of period j~ 
--t ( .j) is the lead time assoctated_ wtth Pj. 
. ' 
;' ... -, ... ~ 
· I is the iIJ.itial inventory available at the beginning of 0 
· 'period 1 .. ; 
Ij ·. · ·is the - inventory on-hand at the end of pe:lf iod j. 
+ I . , 




I . , if I.> 0 J J 
O, otherwise 
-l., if I.< 0 




·. . ') . C · - .- .. is the cost of p-roducing one -unit of product. m 
' 
.-ch is ·the unit holdi ___ ng cost· per_·period .. 
• the setup cost. 'l.S ,. 
-· 




:N is the· lengt-h- of. ~he planning ·horizon. 
:._ ........ ,. __ . 
.. 






. ';'. .. 
·.·-~ ·c-• --, .... -, • f" 
:-'-·. __ , --'-·--·--------~.--.--·····.-· ___ . ______ : .._~·--~:-
. C.( i) ·. is the total -.cost· at . level· t ._'~'.:<. · 0 
.. 
. 
. . . . 
"TC ··-·is ·t-he .total· cost. of the system over .. ope.·_· p·lanning horizon~ 
: (2)- De:finitional Eq·ua·tions -
.\ -----_ - -----
I ) 
<. a)~ .. ': P1~. - .. k-. - ·= Q. , where K = J. 0 
-
-
o, ,f'or· ···ssALL-n and SSION-!n 
" ' 
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_ Assuming that a complete .formulat,ion for this model can· ·be· de-
1.~ ~ -- . -- ,-.. 
veloped ,· then ·-it is theoretically solvable by the methods of dyn,mic 
programmingo It is much more instructive., for purposes of this 
-·thesis, to illustrate 'the general form of the results to ~~e obtained. 
Equation (d) can be written in ,
3
simplif,ied ·nota·tion as, 
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,, -which is the foi;wm ;of t_he s~imuia~ed .. "resuit desc.ribed in section -Q 9:J:~ ······------
-- -- --~-____.,_ ___ _ ----------
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THE SIMULA TOR 
.' 






' . ' . . J:'i . . ,• . . -' . 
. programe Actually, there are four programs; one for each -class of 
alte·rnatives, but the differences are minor o The ·primary difference 
is in the treatment· of safety stock or in adjusting the· production 
. . • . J ~ 
. . 
SQhedule for.early production. 
A flow diagram showing the 'basic funct'i9ns to be discussed is 
presented in Figure 4. ·The production control s.ection and the simu-
. 
lation--segt.ion are expanded in Figures. 5 and 6, respectively. 
'' A. Input 
















. st~dard Cos:t {per finished unit)$3.0Q16 $2.1392 $"0 .1455 $0 .1024 . 
·. StarJtard Cost (departmental) J $0. 7704 $1.4262 $000431 $0-o 1024 
· .. · ·. Standard Hours (per unit) $0.0738 $0.0026 $0.0022 $0.0048 
·setup Hours, '.' 1.4 · 0.5 0.6 1.0 .. _':., 
"' 
· Queue Time (days) 14 14 ·15 
' 











"'', - • 
--,----·~,,~.,•·,•-~-----·--•-,··•-·• ·· -r·· -~·· •·• , -r···· ... :. ___ . •-······-· L, ...... , ..• ..:.• ..• ,-•-··••"·"•···- .••·-·::-·-•··-:;-,-~~·-·_; 
Setup cost,· carrying cost, and- mean lead time are compute.a in 
. --. ' -------· - .. -·-·. 
the following manner: 
' S t · . r,---·t · - , 4 ]J6 S t h r---,------,-,-.,..--:-,--~.....,.-.__,........---.Le-u:p_~_QSJ_ - __ • _ X8.:i upaurs ... 
~---:----~.,---~--'-'--,--.......a-,---,--.-'------- . _________ ...-----
' .. 
,cl,>\ 
-earrying Cost =--O~. 30 x Standard Cost 
• . I ' -- - 52 . . ---- .• -- -.. $/unit/w..e.elL~-. . . 
• -·· '\ 
,· 
·1. 
• • 1 •0--__:__,:i 
- . ·._ -
." f'I 
. ·?···. ' . . 
. < 
. ~-----
-----+--· .. :,---.-· ...... _.- ___ . ----·-·-··--- ---
= - ,...,_ 
L________.-.....____L_J L 
. __:_·~ ., ,._ 
r,. 
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Setup Hours+(Stdo Hours x~-Average Demand)+(Queue-.. T~me x 16) · 
· 80 . 
J 
An 80 hour week (16 hours/day) is assumed. for ._this -latter calculation. 
C. Control 
The -major porti op· of ~the· pr.ogram ts cont a·i'hed in one· large con-
... 
loo}:!~o Thirty-three i t~rations are conducted initially; three 
€' 
• -
·:. • •. ~ 
' 
I 




··- are .:for·-i:n-itia}_~zation and the remaining thirty are used to obtain a . . • . •1•_. "'""' . ~ . ' .. 
sample of results. ·.· .. Thes.e·. thi~ty -samples will be used to determine h·ow 
many additionai'. iterations ·ml.1st be made- to_achi·eve"·results which meet 
t a desired level of statistical signifip'arice·~---The control loop will 
"then_ be 're..,.entered and the. remaining itel'atifns performed. It should 
be noted that each iteration,· represents twenty ·weeks of simulated 
production. 
D. · Generate Demands 
·~~mands are· genera.~ed from a uniform distribution for· tw·enty 
weeks into the future .for each iteration. Al though it is assumed in 
. 
. 








known, a uniform distribution is used ... simply as a source for gene-. 
,, nu19,_pers whose-·characteristics are easily controlled. Each of·· 
the alternatives - to ·be ·investigated will be tested .wjth ~he same se- -· 
qtience of demand~ • 
Control Sect ion 
The· producti,on c;:ontr~F section, as illustrated in Figure '----i:. ' 
- _.__ __ . ._ ______ ....---'--
" ' 
-
~--,._ --- - --~----~----- -~ -





accepts· the external demands· on the system, det·er~ines safety s·toc~" 
', -:: 'if"~ppropriate, and d~velopsr the production schedule, level. by level,· 
·-··r 
~,···'-'········, 
--~-.-----··----•· ----··-·--··-~r---·~··-··-·-- .- .' . I. 
' , --, ._ •:, 
-.- ; ..... ·:-·.,.. •-- -------·-·-·---·-···-·---,--•··•··••·--- ·-
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Obtain Net Demands 
E~ M. Q. 
Eliminate Last Lot 
from- Schedule 
Q. 's at Level "n" 
Demands on Leve 1 
E. Mo 
become 
" l" n+ 
. 
_ ... _ 
Put E. Mo Q.'s into 
Temporary Storage 
.,._. 
Figure ·5. ,1 Production Contro'i Section. 
\,. 
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-~~~ -----·---
-over ea_ch planning liorizon o 
(1) .Determine Safety Stock. - Sa~ety., stock is calculated by deter~ 
. mini.ng the average demand occurring. during n standard deviations . 
. . ~ ·'' . 
of the lead time distribution!> The standard· deviation is equal · 
(:, 
.. to the square root ·of_ the ,lead time varianceo 
., SS = dns. · 
-- ____ : ... . ~~,, 
·where 
. J .SS = Number of units of safety·stock 
L /.j : j 
. a ~ Average demand for .this·. horizon 
;·--·-·' ·- \ _ .. ! 
. -
.n·- 1, 2, or3dependingu.pon .. the alternative. 
. }'. -- . 
·.' • f . being tested. 
·-"-·-···-·~,.·-.-·-·--- - .·--·- ---· . 
. . " s .. ::; Standard·.-deviation 
Once t·he quantity of" safety stock is <:le.terniined for the. first 
iteration,. then this value. is adJusted_ up or down for all subse-
.. quent determinations. For example, suppose that 200 units of. 
.l'b..- • 
,-, safety stock are required in the first'' iteration and that 220 
units are calculated. for the second, then only 20 addi.t ion al !. 
·- ~---·~ 








. - . -~·s·'.· !:-:-:.::c:' 
. •' 
I • • 
required for the third iteration, then _the gross demands on the 
system are reduced by 40 units during this horizon., 
. -
. 
. . Obtain Net Demands =- Generally, one type of netting procedµre is 




inventory :is then used to reduce ·gross demands to zero· starting 
·;··.;-in period 1 and continuing until all initial inventory is. ex-t;··· . 
- -- .. .,.. . . -- .i -, -·, . 
___ _,__., ... ~ 
L t.~ L 
________ h~us~:e-4 ............. _SimilarL~=l)-=~-J~ll_Y---::Qioquc=-~-io_n::=-:quant~±t:te=s=wn:~ich .. are-----a~re-ady- . .. ,..------------- . . . .. . 0 • ------- - ---·------·------ (. . 
. 
-J 
-·11i process are used to -reduce·-gross demand-s starting in periqd~-. ... ' .:; 
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In this program, initial inventory and in pro.cess lots are 
' 
accounted for. in the simulation section as they become availableo 
Net demands are obtained simply by·,adding (or subtracting) 
~ ii I t• 
' ' 
safety stock to the gross demands 'in period 1., 
(3) E.M .. Q. - Economic· manufacturing quant.ities are developed from net· 
(4)' 
. demands by use of an algorit~m developed by H. Mo Wagner and · 
T. M .. Whitin for: economic lot size determinationo This algorithm 
. 1s discussed in detail- in Appendix A~ Basically', the _prbcedure · 
.. is .to accumulate demands, period by_ perio~, until a point is 
.. 
reached whereby it becomes more eco·nomical to incur an additional 
setup cost than it .is to increase inventory carrying· charges. lt 
' / 
can be shown_ that production· lots /dev~loped in t~is manner will ·' 
~e op'timai ... under condition~/ of_ Jo~ d~mands and /rixed lead. time. 
• I 
I Eliminate Last Lot From--"'schedule - The last lot in the produc:t.ton ' . •· . j '. 
seq~~nce may not be optimal)ecause of the assumption_ of a fixed 
I .. planning horizon O For example, consider the' following· ~equence . I 
I # 
I 





/ 2 . / 3 
-4' 5 .. ' . ' . 
• ' J 
17 18 19 
.:.--------.. 
0~ 
. _ ---··· ;nm1r n.1\m e 
. .DlYU'U'J JU • 142 128 137 114 104 
LOT-SIZE: · 270 .355 
. ' . 
185 181 172. 144 
. ·. 366 
\ ,, 
3.21 
The production _g-µanti.ty for period 19 .is in doubt because if the' 
'ill' . 
·•·':· .. i;." 
planning hor_izon· had been 21 or 22 periods~· then the 'demands:---~\ 
', 
. ' occurring in one or more of these periods might. have .been inclµded 
.. 0 • r ·. 
with the period 19 lot, or it _may ·hav~. been .·more economical to 
..... 




incur ~n "additional se·tup in period 20 to accommodate - these re- · 
quirements. · The procedure .. will be to eliminate the last lot from 
.i' 
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.-e• - - -
---- - ---~·--·~ 
- ' ...... 
each production sequence •.. It will be, seen that· this act.ion will 
:··. · have no· disturbing effect~· on: supsequent events. It is very imc= 
j :1 





- the same series of demandso. For this reason, those demands which . / 
-7 c~;T} ~ 
. 'V,.\ 
., .... were combined· irito this la$t lot will be recovere·d and presented,· 
'• , in the same ord:er, .. at the beginning of the next planning horizon • ., 
Quite obviously·:; the above procedure assumes-that there will 
-~--- ~ 
· .be more than one.· s~tup in a planning ·horizono ···When ·demands are 
limited to the O to _1~-r~~E:_t th.~_ -~~r_rying., cost and setup ·cost "'' --~ ------~---------··--·----------·- --, 
are such that all demands occurring over the :twenty P.eriods will-
be combined into one production lot. In this case, it will not 
~ ... ~~~---be_ possible to develop optimal .. lot si;es • 
. /J , 
. · ·(5) Determine Next Lower Level Demands -: The modified production· 
sequence determined in the previous section will now. become a 
demand on_ the next lower level in the system. In general., eco;_, 
nomic manufactu~i:t1g quantities· at · level n become demands on level . 
. ., . ' 
~ 
. (9) ··· Place Production: Sequence into Temporary Storage - The 
1
production 
sequence is· then placed· into temporary storage.· The reason for 
( 
•I I 
· this. __ is that. the.se quantities repr~sent something less than 20 ··· 
,:, ,, 
I .: . 
- ,., i perio.ds of demand (18 -in .the previous example) o ·. W~en the ~ctual ....... c ... ~-- ... -~., ••.• ----·· .. 
. ·,·/-· ·.'· .. .. ---· 
· simulation begins, exactly. 20 periods of proa~ction. will be 
. ~ ,}r ---~ 
examined during eacb. iterationo Thus, this portion of the program· 
-before proceeding to ·the simulation section ........... ;-·· 
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-355 
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· 717 ·355 
273. 
1050 355 
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· Table .1. Illuatra,'n of Production Control Function, 
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requirements for each of the four -levels and. the corresponding 
,,. .. 




' Production .Control· Example ..... A numerical example of the production 
control funct'ion ·is_ presented -in Table 1 o This · table illus=-
trates _the ·period by period alignment of it.ems during the ini-
tialization iteration a This example 1.s for alternative SSALL-2 
• 
with an assumed mean lead time of two· weekso T4e only difference 
between this example and an actual run is that only fourteen 
. periods are demonstrated instead of twenty. It should be- noted ' 
that the table would be coi:npl.ete-,ly filled- in for all su"Qsequent 
... 
itations. 





. . (' : . 
perfdrmed, / 
the ac.tual 
Two more preliminary steps must be 
simu~ation begins., ,'The simulation w-ill then be . . 
. 







level order, by ~e,cting random lead times f·or each period in wh~ch 
a setup occurs and determining the actual arrival schedule dictated ·bY 
--~,these lead times. 
(1). Adjust Production Schedule for Mean Lead Time - This operation . ( 
., 







S:t ~ - - - -- ------ -----···-·· -- -···:-~ ... , .... ,. ..... _, - -·'.) -, .---~ ·~-----·· 
_- -· __ --·: -~-:_,. ,~ .. -~~--·'.-------~--and :i-s --best 0:described-b)i-·coiisideri:ng -- l~vel 4 first. Assume that -···-··-··-· . . ,. . . . . ,. . 
. - -···- . --·--·· . ----;. ·-·- .. 
·-~ 
· · · the
1 
mean lead time is two periods · at eac\ level. 
., 
·of /level 4 production ·are removed from temporary 








· .. the first pro-duct ion lot in\· this·~-.J;,equence · is started .in period· one 
att"d is ,exp~cted. to· be available at the end of period two •. 
... t 
·_ / 
') ... . .... / 
~-= 


























LEVEL. = 4 
ls LEVEL > l? 























Poisson Lead Times 
-Determine-· Actual-
Arri val Schedule 
I 
. Figure 6. --·,simulation Section.. . 
-- -··-·"··-···--··---·-··--·-····--·---.. ---·---·---·-··---··----·---·-----· .. -·---·-.. -·-·-. ---·-----·---·---··--·- ,----·-------------···-·---·-.. --~---·-··-·-·· .. ····-····---···--·------···"'"'-·-···--·· 
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30 
Thus1 the earliest that , level 3 producti_on can be expected· to 
. begin 1:~--in,:- perio.d three o Th~refore, eighteen· periods of level 
3 production are placed in activitY.o Simil~rly, sixteen periods 
.of level 2 production and fourteen, periods of level 1 production 
are . removed from temporary sto.rage o The_refore, · if production 
sequence·s for: fifty periods were originally in· tempo·rary storage · 
at each leve 1, there are now 36 periods remaining for ... leve 1 1 , 
----- - -------··----·--------- ---·- ~ 
34 for- level 2, 32 for level 3, and .30 for level 4GI 
~. In the two cases involving early production, the production 
shift will include the mean lead time plus the number o:f periods 
- "-------~-- ' \ /;# . ' .-· . 
J? 
\. 
of early production being consideredo I-n the above 'example, if "'· 
. ' . 
·· EPALL-3 were .being tested, then 15, 10, and 5 periods,. of production 
), 
would be placed in-, activity. for l.eve·is 3, 2, and 1, respectl;vely •. 
• ': :'. l/ ! , ,t \ · f·_ , ~ •• : •• , ;,. ..... ·:·":·:~;-- -
·:· (?) -Up-date temporary storage -- The temporary - storage arrays. must 
.l 
- --~ ;----·- -- -------··-· ·····--·--- ----·---·-···-· .. ----··--··----- --------- . ·-
,, .. ~ ·~ ....... 
···-. 
now be up-dated by sllifting' the· remaining sequence into the7'·vacated · 
)-> 
) . , 
.._, 
.·positions. In the above example, fourteen period.s of production 
werEl removed from.;tem_p~9rary storage ·at level 1. The quantity in 
. . , 
period 15 is now shifted to period 1, p~riod 16 to period 2, 
.. etc. , until the quantity in period 50 is . sh,ifted ~ to period 36. 
. !: 
During the~next ,iteratiqn, the sequenc~ of EoMeQ .• '-s'"-will be. - · 
" i 





















.,. ........... _..~. __ ..... ,-~---·_·--·----,..,..-·-·-·---- ·- _._,_-· ------··: .' .. _ 
1 ·, •• ~-- • 
stor.ed starting_with periodu7. Those quantities_in temporary 
:.. :-1.•;,..:. 
: .. 
storage a.re now in_ the, proper sequence to. allow: for mea.Jr\~ lead 
time and will be removed. in groups of twenty on all subsequent 
.... 1 
1 ;J • · .. · . . · iterations.:. 
-·----------.-~- ·-- .. -·. · .. - - -.. --· __ . ··--c--------c---- -----.. --... 
-~-- --~- -
-- -~ . -
~ •. 
•. 
i: (3) · Generate Cumulative Poisson Distribution - The first step· tn 
'1-, .• f. 
conducting a simulation is to· establish the cumulative_ proba.:.. 
\ 
• _·,: · .... : . . '. i- --c-.--::--··--" -----·--....-------~~.~---:-7""""·-----.:--------- _, _____ .-.: ___ ._ ·-------








• CI ' 
' ' I J• '""~-· <'"'''' ,• 
bility idi·stribution from which random -samples can be obtained., L · 
, . 
In this· case, the prob~bility distribU:tion-~of lead times is 
Poisson with· .known -mean, X o The cumulative distribution function 
is . defined as .• . 
Q), 
P(X; X) = ~ 
. X=O X! 
.. · ,.. -"' 
. ,;../,".,,·,r.,, . 
. 
. 
. . . 
- -----------·-·------· ····-·--·-··--~ ., -~----- ---·--------------·-------
' . 
' , ~. t1·---- _, . -~ 
·, 
This functio·n ;is tabulated for each value of. X until the cumu-
"-
.. 
Jative sum is. equal to. or ~reater ~han 0.9999\: 
(4)' Gener~te ~ndom Poisson Lead Times - To-generate a rPoisson 
. \. 
random number, a random -number from a uniform distribution defined 
. - . . Q~tween ~ zero and one must first be selected. This. number is<·trse-d·· 
-Oto ·represent the probability of .occurrence of a particular lead, 
( 
· time. The .cwnul._ative Poisson table· is then entered, ~nd the value 








... exaniining the level;, 4 production sequence o A Poisson random lead 
.'I 
. time is·.generated for each produc:tionlot in the sequenceo The . 
· actual schedule of arrivals is then determined b~sed on simulated· · 
lead timeso 
(6) . Revise Schedule· ·:for li>wer Level Avallability - The prod-uction. se-
. . .. --
' 
. 
• ~.,·,~··-"~~~c~~~,====·.-,·,ce.~=·,cc,_ - . -~~~·)·~,:--.,- .. ~ ...... c.,,._,., .. ·"qu~nc·e·· ft>'r· ·1evefl : .. 3.mu·st.· now be compared with the·. actual arrfval ·· . · 
' : .· /~·"··· • , • • 
. ; . ~---n""----7.''"'"•"•,;,-~f:, '·~-•·.:,,a I·-~}! 
-' 
- , . • 0 






. ~ .............. ··· ... ·.·.·····.··· ' . . . 
' . . 
,· . 
. ',. 
. ,· '.",i' 
.... - -.,--· -- ' 
- . --· 
·. schedule ·for level 4. If pro-duction is scheduled to commence at 
,.... 
" level 3 and units are not available from level 4, then level 3 
\~ 
-a-~, 
" "• product.ion must be delaye<:lo If however, a qua:µ~ity of st.6ck • 1S 
available :from· level, 4 .but is insuffic.ient to cover the entire 
-~ "" ·--··· 
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.\ 
• .'J w· 32 
• 
. is -produced immediately and the remainder ·1s p'rodl.uced as level 4 
. . 
'} I ,~• 
items become availableG ·Thus, when a· delay is experienced be ..... 
6" 
. C·ause of a long lead time, ·it has ~epercussions at higher levels o \ . 
. . 
Ii;: may produc_e additional_ delays and it can .result in additional. 
' ,. . 
" 
. . .. . ' 
. setup cost· in t'he case of "split lotso 
· The $.imulation is continued by generating lead times for .the 
revised level 3 schedule and determining the actual arrival 
schedule. for this levelo The level 2 schedule_ is revis<:5L,.and ~ . 
. . the process continued until, the arrival schedule for level 1 is 
determined. 
' 
... 'ff. (7) Simulation Examp_le - The example from Table 1 ·is c.ontinued in 
y . ,,.,,_,., 
Table 2 to illustrate th~ simulation sectionG Again, only 
-·~ 




. }ots are c9mbined because.of a long lead time·at level 3., Row \ 
(**), of level 1 illustrates a split lot; 1132 ,units are requ_ired 
and only 454 units are available from level -2. Row (*****) of .·• 
· level 2 shows that orders are·· allowed to c.ross •. 





;,, ,, . 
~" Inventory totals are computed at the end of each iteration. ---~Tltis 
is'-Illustrated PY the rows in Table 2 labeled "RESULTS". Jhe demands, ·.· 
.. ----~on~the system for each ~eri<>d .are compa~~d'.' with th~ ~umb~/'~~ comple.ted . . 
. 
~. 
' .. ~. ·:J. 
·" . 
·1evel 1 units availableo The. total number of-units bf ·shortage at l~vel 





( mined .. ov'er the- twenty period horizon o Si-nee stockout cost and carrying 
,-----.· 
·cost are calculated on a per unit per period basis,,. the -total numberi 
,• 
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34 
in Table 2,there"are only 578 unitsof sho.rtageover these sixteen . f. . . ... . 4 --1---···. 
f pe.riods but -the·. system would' be charged for 1087. uni ts; . . . ' 
Other totals of interest· at the end: of an iteratio11. are the ending . 
· inventory at each. ievelp the number of setup whi~h ,occurred 'at each·. 
' 
' 
level, and the number of· units produced at ·each 4,~evel o . It should be 
noted· that the only totals which are used fr9m the initialization . - . 
. 3 ! 
. a 
• iter~t.ion.,are the ending inventory values; all others are ignored~ . ·~r . • ( I: 
.. : ,~·/·"'•,<.' ,I \~ 
. :;: . 
H .. . Accounting ·Routine 
The ·-tot'als obtained in the pr,evi9us section are used to derive' 
,,r ; the inventory. cos~_s. for each iteration., · One of the primary outputs 
. is ·total cost (excluding stoc·kout) 0 The cost elements- used to de-. . 
· velop this output are procurement (make) c·ost, set.up cost, and 
carrying cost.· In addition, a running average o~ total cost.(ex-
-.. cludin'g -st-o-ckout) and number of un·its out-of-stock is maintained · · 
during e.ach- .i te!at ion. • . 
. -





• •',1 • 
· · ·-~----'---,~-·---1\:n· example of-the- ~utput for one iteration·' is presented in. Table 
I' 3. This· table sho_ws the results of: the 14th iterati'on for SSAI,L-1 
~ . 
J. Stopping Rule 
. . 
----'=="= =-=--" ~u~l:~ Sempling .. P.lan.,which -is presented in Appendix II. . Basically, 
~·,~.· .. ~·""' 
.. ,, .. ,\ 
' 
. ' 
. . the problem is to determine the ·number of iterati.ons, N;. which piust 
' . , 
. be made to insure that· (1- u )% _of the time, the true po,pulation mean . ,5'" ' . . . 
. 
·i • 
·- - Will be . in the, interval . l. 
,. ·- ·--·--···-···· 
, .. _,--., ,. 
. . 
···········'--·---·· 
.- .. , (:., .. ".- , 
... 
.. ·· .. ~ 
, ......... . 
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· == est:tmate- of true populat_ion mean 
-t ·.-.... ·-
·t 'c 
a% point. of the t-distribution on (n-1) 
= two .... sided 
. 
_-'""). 
·d~grees. of ·freedomo . 
. . 
s2 sample var.iance based on n i ta.rations----
n = initial ~ample size. 
-> . ~t) 
' The ·ob·s.ervat:i.ohs of total cost"' (excluding stockout) · will be use1d to 
. make this determination. · The following parameters are specified for . 
each simulation run. 
.\ a= 0.05 
n = 30 
\ ' .---~ ... In addition, a maximum confidence interval of .. _length L must be· 
, 
.J 
. specified and is taken' 'to· _be 2co·.01 xn> .. 
r ~ ;.._ ... ,._ 
.. 
· ... tl .,·, 
. ' ·' 
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.. CHAPTER IV . 
•. ,1. :: . . .·-" 
RESULTS AND~SIONS 




·1:rr previous chapters, a problem has· been defined, this problem 
• <".; 
has- been formulated into. the framework of· ·a··model~· and tp.e process of 
" 
simulation·· proposed as a method of solution a· This chapter . .- presents.·_ 
t 
. 
. the results and conclusions of :this analysiso Before proceeding with 
the presentation of results, a brief summary may be in ordero . . . . r --
.. ·. T_~elve alternat:ive metha'ds · of provid~~ safety stock have,,,,, been 
\ . 
. ~-,,·,c . . 
. 
--.._;~cc-,-,-~~ • ~;:1 .. 
. , ' . 
. . . . ·- ~,iL ; 
. 
· · _· propose,d and the- object:t;ve of tl}is study is· to· determine under what . 
..J : 
IQ. 
.. --~ conditions one might _be ,·preferred o_ver .another. ,., 
. . In addition, it i~s. · 
" of· inte;rest to observe the relative: improvement which results when-
. 
. 
' compa·red to the· cost of the. system· under conditioµs of zero ·pro-_. · 
t~c:(;ion- (ZP) •. Since there are· a great _many variables in this system, 
the·· problem was bounded by assuming a f-ix~d: cost. s~ructure. The sys-
.. 
,tern was' simulated for _th:r~e sets of demand -cha.racteristics; a low 
demand structure with requirements in ·the range of o to 10 units per . 
. 
. . ,,,.----
perioa~--,nefar ly constant demands (100 to 200 units/period), and a de-
;1; 
0. 
marid structure with l3;1"ge variation . <o. to 1000 uni ts/pe,od) • 
:: - A. · Description of ,simulated Event·s • 
. 
- . A total of sixty-five _simu~atioli runs were condue-ted -repr-esen-
"~ . 
.. ·_ .• . ' 
. ·, '•• ·' ·. ' .. !" .. ---····-~--·-4-----.--:·--·------·-.···- .·--.---..--··- .... ·· .. ....::... . -' . . 
, . 
. ·ting' five trials .for eacfh of the thirteen classes.. The low· demand and · 
'l.i 
- . ~arge variation sets· constitut·e---~one trial each. These· required 
' 
-
· typicaii':v about sao,_to 1000 i_terations _for each c1ass ..... r11ree-rep1f-
cations were performed for each class in''the constant demand set. 
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. o:f variance was performed to determine whether t,here-.. was a i;ignif{-Jl.-
,/ 
cant difference between these three trials"· · Since. there was ·none, 
thi~ data- was pooled 
(excluding stockout) 
: .. ,.._,. ,_,_,. •' ~ 
to obtain. single estimates for_, ave,rage to~al cost -
and expected tui1b~r of stockouts . . ·. These. quanti,- , ·. 
f ties repres.ent the intercept and slope, respectiveiy, of "the resultant 
• c. 
' ' 
. '·----·---·--·····-- ... ·--···· ---






.., - ... 
;l' > <"····--~···"' 
... ----·- ----. 
total· cost curve Q Each iteration·· repiee_sent.s ,20 we·eks of simulated· 
. production,· so the results should be properly interpreted as the 
average occurrence per planning, ~orizon. 
In order to compare classes, or alte~nat ives, · the same sequence . 
~·. 
o:f demands was generated for each class within a gi,ven t!ial O oi 
. . . , _our·se; · the number of iterations required to achieve· stability was 
not constant between runs an.d this created some diff~culty in esti- .. 
•' 
mating the· average number of units out-of-stock per planning horizon· 
• I -
· as will be seen. ! 
·, 
. .· 
. The stopping rule-·,. ·a.s de.scrib .. ed in· a previous section, .. , was .. 
to 
••• 
. applied to observ.at-ions from the population of total cost (excluding 
' . ., . 
....... 
.. t, -
'_s'tockout). In doing so' it ~'as asswned that 'thi~ __ POl}Ulatiori is no_:r_~~--'~· ~- ·.··-
---·------~--------------- --·--·--
'" 
.mally dist-ributed. A- histogram· representing one group of tgx·a1 cost 
----~ .. 
' ' 
·. (excluding ~tockq_µtJ ____ pp~ervatJ.ons. i'S'·"QKesented in Figure 7; · The 
, .. 
1· '.; __ ._.-:'.'-"'-'- - ' ' ~.,:__.-C----~--
me an jtlld median values a.!.'3. ~pproxim~tely egual, the coe~ficient o:f _·_ . 
. u 
. <' , -· ,,""' 
. 
skewnes·s. is negligible' 'I and one would have ·11ttle trouble proving ·-this 
. •. ~ 
. 
-~-~-- -- -~ ----' ' 
/ . t~- be a samp_l,e from a no·rmal popul,ti.on ~. Therefor.e, because of the 
J J 
character ,of this distribut~1on, the· large number of samples obtained, ~ ~ 
l --· 
. sr·· 
· . and the 95% confidence criterion established by the stopping !';. 
,,, I, ';;; \. '-·-··.-"' , • , r 
' 
' 
rule, it is felt that valid. estimates for the mean and variance of 
. ,,., 
. ii-, . I 
. ·,-. 
--- .:,__:__~~----~· ~--· ___ ; ___ ... -~~, --,-' 
' 4 
., '' ,,. '' --·-.' ··--,---,----
- -----= - - - - . . - - - - - -
- ' r ; 
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Total Cost (Excluding Stockout) Results. 
Sample ijistogrwn and. Statistics from 
Event. SSlON-2 for low Dem&nd Case. · 
a, 
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_,,. each,population have been obtainede 
'I! . The distribution of thie number of l'i'.,,stockouts per planning horizon.::,.····· "· . 




. ·t In every c:ase, the median number of uni ts out-of-stock is zero which · · 
. i) indicates that no. stockouts occurred during at least 50% of the plan= . 








~yerage nwnber of stockouts per- pla.nning-·hori~on can be expected to (" ... ,, ,.;:.:, ;, .~ I• 
approach zero as the number· of iterations become vary ·1argeo . Another 
problem became ap.parent during post an·aly,siso( A larger number o~ 
,, ·"·"' stockouts were observed in the first . few· iter.at ions · than at- any -other 
. '·' . ~ -time during a run "Yhich indicates that the initialization. precautions 
.... ,. 
. -
programmed· into the simulator· were .3=,nadequate. ··To overcome these 
difficulties, it was decided to ·eliminate those sample.s ·at the be;.. 
·.·., .. 
. . 
.. ,ginni:qg of, a run that co·uld be attributed to initialization and all 
-
samples· occurring after the minimum number1 of iterations requir.ed 
trial. 
~:. ,, ' 1 
... 
. ,o 
In the low demand case, stockout s occurred -so in:freqitent ly that .. · 
- ---
discernible initialization.- could be detected. The minimwn number· ._"I:,. 
.. 
-·of i-terations·was 759· for· this· trial, so that estimate~of mean number 
stockouts p·er planning· horizon will· ·be determined.: on the basis 










_____ ......:__:_ ___ ~-----'-----· _ _the fi-r-S-t--,--7-59--i-te-rat±ons for each class. For- the cons.tant demand 






. . . ··-(lr case, ini~ialization~appears to have occurred over the first 20 
iterations o····· The minimum nwnbtl}r of iterations /-was, 89, 76, and 87 for 
the· first;,-· ~econd, and third replications, respecti vely·o Therefore, 





iteration.s.··. Likewise, estimates will be based on ·590 iterations,· 
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. 13 through 602, for the case of large demand variation o By truncat.ing. · • t;.;' 
events in this manne.r, estimates are ·determined under identical con-\ 
, 
~r1~it·-,. ........ -.. ,.,"·''·' .. .:1.''i'>i''. '' ' ,, 
di tions, ·within a given t'.rial·o ·: The ref ore, it is fe 1 t that a reasonable . •', 
·.·basis for comparison has-been establishedo 
· Results for .each of·, the sixty-five simulated eve.nts, before ad-
... 
justment · for initialization and l~ng~h of ~~ are tabulated in 








.. as previously "described and are considered: to be best estimates. 
B.. Presentation of Results ·\ 
. .. . . 
. Results will be presented in the fol~owing manner .for each 
demand structure; (1) a_ table, ~taining inter~ept and, s~ope data for 
.. 
each class of alterpatives_, (2) individual ·grap.hs depicting averag.e. 
· total cost per planning h~rizon as a function of per _unit stockout 
cost for each of the four major classes, i.e.,- .S~ALL-:p.,.SS10N-n, 
;-( 
fil:l¥,L-n, and EPlON-n, and (3). a··-,composite graph showing the minimum V 
' 
- ,, I 
\ 
_..._ ' ~ 
. ~-. 
·. 
. ' ' 
' 
cost a~ternatives· with 95% confidence ·1imt·ts and the. range .of stockout 
costs for wh~ch each -of these alternatives is applicable. The ap-1 
-propl'.9iate z·ero protection cost curve is presented c:>n each individual 
-----~- ·-· - ---- ··--·'- .... 
- - - __ i -' -- -- ---------
graph in (2J, _both .... )for purpuses-··of"-compari;on and as. ·a fr.ame of: :re- :. ---·· 
•' $ .. 
,, ( ,, .. , ''"" ,_._,.,~.,. ;"'''' ., ., .. 
__ .:.-.:--'--:-:-·. 
ference . .. Th~ 95% con~!9~J!£g __ ;, _ _in.t.P>Va~.la·~·,~i1r:·»(3J·"··"are~ .. ~·de~t;·;~in¢_g~a -~s_:.,__f-=o--=-1--·-~~~ ·• .. ::::;.,,a,,,,,,•.,co.~.·~.,.,.,,u"""·"·'"·~"·'"·'icc•-•"'"'·'""-'·'·'''"'""··:,.cc,,.·.="~'-"•~~,.,c,:""'·"·' ,,,,~•·:c.~:·'"· .. ~• . •-•-·-". . : . ., • 
- .. --- .. ". . . 
·. 
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. < , , -- ' .. '. ... ,.,, .. '• -< • ·. 
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I\ 
J .,/., .: __ ~ .... ~.... . lo,vs: 
C) 
and, .. · / 
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• J •• 
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' . 
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·. \ ~ 
'. where, 4 
I 
·1 ~! , ... 
V(o)· = v.ariance of quantity in parenthesise 
. v TC = To·tal Cost · 
.... l 
~c·. . = Average Total Cost 
·r ·, .. -··-'.•. •.'·.,...'---
<4' · A · · = Average Total Cost (~xcluding stockout) 
B = Average Number of units ·out-of~stock 
; ·.a 
nl .. =·Noo of samples associated with A 
. . n 
- Noo o·f samples associated with B ' 2 
~s =;: per- unit stockout cost· 
s = square root of V(TC) 
· It should be noted that these confid_ence intervals are ba·s.ed on t.he ..... 
,.. ,) 
sample size n2 , which is always less . than n-l, thus y,ield_ip.g the ·.m~o .... r -e~.,--,--·--· 
conservative confidence limit. 
------
· (1) · Results for Low Demand Case - Interqept· all.d slope data are · 
' 
/' 
. presented in Table 4 for the case o.f demands restricted tp. the range •, ~ 
. 
'~.·- .,, . 
of O to 10 units per period. Average total cost per planning horizon 
. \ .· is p~esented -- in graphical form __ as a function of stockout cost. per 
.. --···-,---
---· ----------·-··----
SS10N-n, EPALL-n, and EPlON-n, ·respectively. 
senting the ayerage cost of the system as a function of ··some' f ~?te~ 
number of., units of safety reserveo (This number is obviously zero 
a -for the ZP curve) o As fin'' ·is increase~-,- the· equivalent amount of 
···- ---





.., exp~cted tp increase as indicated by the value o~ the intercept~ and \\ ,,-,.\ ,,/ . ti. .. 
-





likewise, the slope- should ·decre·ase because of the·. expected reduction 
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49-·· 
in the number of units o·ut-of-stocko These statements describe the 
·,. results that one might "predict for this study, and with one exception,. 
are se,en to be substantiated-, in. this case.o · .In Figure 11, the .-slo~s . ' . -, . . . . -.,- -.···-:-:'"·-:'"'.' -:· . ·. 
.--.. :··. --- - .. -··· ----·------
--- --- ---···-··· ·-·-···--------
. ' 
· appear in the proper sequence but -there is a slight discrepancy in ' . 
intercepts for.EPAIJ,-1 and EPALL--2c, The difference is 3o44 which may ·· .,, 
be· attributed· to. experimental error, or to the possi'bi Ii ty 'that the · 
numbar of setups required for EPALL-1. was, on the -~y~r-a~e, a~out .one 
more than· EPALL-2o It . is interesting to observe that the intercepts 
for the. safety· stock classes are· all higher than the ZP intercept . 
while the early. production classes are all lower o This may be attri-
\ buted to the ffct ··~hat the safety stock alternatives require that ad-. 
\ 
. ~ \ 
' . d!.-t; _ !_Qnal unitsj over \~nd above demands, mus·t be produced(>· \ 
- ---- - --------------·------------·---------------------
\ \ . 
_'jid 
----- . 
· A comparison of all>\ data presented in this section ·will yield . ·-~~--:, · . \ \ . 
\ 
the minimum cost results p1~sented in Figure 13. This chart displays \ . 
\ 







. sents the break poi~ts at which\t becomes feas,le to. chahge 
. one policy to anoth~l\. ·This information is ,sutnmarized below. . '-'.· l . . . \\. : ·. 




















Stockout Cost \ \ . Economic Policy 
·--- _· .. ... , .... ,: . 
. \ 
. '\.:.·· D 
· 0 to $ O. 72 EPION-2* 
$6e 72 to $ 4.87 
. \ . 
. $4 0 87' to , $43 o"56 . . · .. ,\.. . EPALL-3 · 
\ . 
. \ . 
Above- $43056 \< 
' 
*There_ is very little di:ffe'.rence in results· for EPlON-2,2, and ~/_over thivs--range of stockout costso .· EPlON-2 represents the me,dian _of these three alternatives. 
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51 
. ' For e.xampl.e, if the per unit stockout cost were .$10.o 00, then pro-
' · ducing (or- ordering) three·.·weeks early at all levels represents. the 
', 
mo_st economical policy over the .long runo The cost per 20 week 




horizon can b~ ·expected to be $2510 32 + 50130 
(2) Results for Case of Nearly·Constant·Demand - Simulation 
--~- -,, ... ----
:~ 
·--,~·-restiils-:'"for demands in . the range of 100 to 200 uni ts per period. are 
presente.d iri Tab.le 5 and. Figures 14 through 180 Th~ safety stock 
. alternativ·es in Fi'g,ures 14 and 15· exhibit the expected relationships 
described in the previous.sectiono In thii case; there is little 
.·.!·· 
or no differe·nce in the CQE;it of· policies SSlON-1 and SSlON-2. In 
Figur'~ 16, there i.s again a. discrepancy between EPALL-1 and EPALL-2; 
the intercepts are in the proper. order but the slopes .appear to be,.·· .. ,-l ! 
·------·,. 
'.reversedo The .results for theEPlON-n policies, Figure 17,. are com-
--· . 
. ple.tely opposite from expecteda , . There is. no explanation for this, 
' ' 
but a:~,will be seen, · "the SS10N-n pol:i:cies in the next 'section 
' . ,. 
' ' ' 
\ exhibit ~ same pattern. Minimum cost alternatives are displayed 
., -~< . 
·:<:-...~ 
' 'J 
_in Figure ··Is and are summarized below •. :~~ 
' 
- -·-··;·- :,. . ' 
:-~ 
· S~ckou·t·· Cost 
\,. 
·, 
'tl~ to $ O. 39· 
' ; ' ~ 
", 
. . ·\-\,_-
.. $ o. 39 .. to""·$ 2 .. 84 
$~2.84 to $10.49 
$10.49 ·to $24.19 
· above .. $24 .19 
-Ec.opomic· Po-licx 
EPlON-3 
I EPlON-1 · ;· 
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·, 
. 
-Table 5e Total Cost. Results for the Case of 
. .. ·------~- .-- --· Constant D·e;;a;:d _.;. lOQ·· to-.. 200 · uni-t;s/perio~d 
- -- ·---- ~ ' 
• I 
, , . 








__ Samples ___ Mean Samples.· .. Mean ..... De_viatioltl'· _ 
'O 
- '<r 
- ___ :, __ 
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Results for. Ca,se of .Large Variatio,:i in Demand - Intercept 
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the. range of o. to 1000 uni-ts per periodo . These results a.re d.isplayed 
,1. 
-i 1/ H) 
l 
... 
as average tot·a1 cost curves in Figur·es 19 through· 220 The SSALL-n 
. poli~ies in Figure 19 appear in the prop·er order, although the SSALL~l . 
. 1 
,, .... _._. 
and SSA.LL-.2 curves exhibit very nearly t:P.e same slopeQ As mentioned 
/· 
- ·1, • 
- -·-;-;:!._ ,: --
previously, the SS10N-n 1policies are completely pppJ;.,site from the 
.. 
expect_ed resultse In Figu·re 21, alternatives EPALL-2 are in the· 
I ' 
, 
. e~ected- ·sequence, but_ the EPAlsL~3· curve ·exhibits extremely high · 
slope and intercept parameters Q These results have. been thoroughly . 
. . 
checked, · and although, they are somewhat unexpecte·d, no· evidence has 
.. 
. . . . 
. . . been :found to dispute them o The EPlON .... n polici-?s are in the· ex-
. . \,.;), ·- 1·, 
. ' . \,,, <:;::,,,,,? 
-pected order with the exception t<hat the:. siope· of the EPlON .... 3 curve., ' 
is sl"ightl_y high. The minimum cost policies. from .figure 23· are sum- · 
l 
· ·. ,,: marized ·below. ,..-·-,-·1 ... 
,, 
; . ·.-· . ' 
/" . 
Stockout Cost 
,:: , ~ . 0 · to $ 0. 32 
$ Oe32"tO $29.75 
$29.75 to $43090 
Above$43 • 90 · 
· Economic. Policy · 
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(4) ,Pr,pbabil_ity ·. of Z·ero Stockouts ~ E·stimates · of the ,probability 
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L !:i:.:..:~ .. ,.· 
·-·.:\, 
. I·. 
• r/ • • ~ 
of zero rtsi out-of-stock .over. a twenty .. period horizon are presented 
\\ I .. . , 
, 
in descen4ing order·in· Table 7 for each demand caseo ·These calcu-, .. 
lations are based. on the same samples as tho.se used: for determining· 
• • • ' r ;. - . 
the expected number .,of s.tockouts. 
be made from this table. 
~me interesting observations· can· 1 ··.•. _ 
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·Table 60· - Total. Cost Results for 
··Large -Demand Variation 
: _ ·. units/period 
-,t ,·· ' ,,.,r..,_~\:\ 
. I 
, / . 
the Case ·of 
- 0 to -1000 
./ 
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·~ ' '1 
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Those alternatives which have. been -designated economic_ policie~ p 
·-· .. 
/., _· ··1-.~,,s..;~1- ~-~-,.,_,_ . 
> .. ( 
are not-necessarily -those which exhibit the best stockout performa~ce. ·-
i- -
! 




._ the probability of stockout is a measure of the frequency of the 
occurrence of an event without regard to'Ip.agnitudeo' -
~ith. ione or two_ exceptions, ·th.e safety stock_ .~!~-~!°P.~tiY.~S_ yield 
..... ::"-a--higher probab:i..ii.ty of zero stockouts than the ~arly production po-
/ licies O _ Also, the zero protection policy rank's much higher in 
:A -_ --_ these lists t];lan ~ig~t. b~ .. J~xpecte __ d. 
----.-~-
~,,- C S C t 





·,The -results of this ·'1 study seem to indicate that,- ,itr;+~~neral, 




safety stock pol:t'ci.~s in a· pr~diG~tabl;· manner •. Some. pair-wi~e rever-
- + ~-
' . .,.l:: . -.. 
- .sals were noted, .but _'f;he=:~;~f fererices are ininor and may be attributeq__ __ ---





. \ ' . /, . to random variation.. However, ·:there are two .. glowing exceptions; 
.. _1.X. ·:\~\"\ / 
- ,.,, . 
•-.:.)-·:_ . 
,EP-1.0N-n for the constant,,,d~mand case an~ SS10N-n for the case of large _.'. ··:.>;; . ,.j;: 
-
of -the 'stockout · factor: is ait,.~ntf-'rely dif-
...... ,, . 
. - --·· . -··. 
-------
- ·-· -·-··- -- --· 
can be attributed to 
r ' '-~ 
chanc , variation, but. :in general,· the rEtl;ationship :between safety 
"""'i,:--··· 
' . ' ' ' . 
- ·--· ' . ' ---- - ·-. ', . _,' 
_· - - . - - -
- ' \ 
- - - -~ /·'s ock po_licy and the resulti;ng expected"'number of units out-of-stock 
•I ' 
.. l _,.. \ 
. --- .• 
--_ -· ',.~·'J,._ 
t,. . 
~Ii 
--i:s ~:xtremely complex. Th·is fact is exemplified in Figures 24 and 25. 
. \ 
-T'iiese f~gures illustrate the expect~~t~l nwnber of unit:.s out-of~stock ' ._ 
• •' < . ,4 
' I ~ 






These results lead to the observation. that, with ·regard 
.tJ 
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,; ·.,."'.:_:7,.'I 
' .. ". ' -. .•. -.f~ 
············· , ........ -,-· . -
to the stockout factor, t~e may be some optimum '{alue of "n" which 
i 
·will· produce minimum stockouts and that this value 1is not necessa~iiy. 
/j' 
: three <>r moree. · It also appears that there is as much variation· 




---,However, one should not lose sight of the fact_ that· ~t is the 
i ' combinat.ion of expected total cost (excluding stockout) and·:-·expected 
-··' ,• 
- . 
number of stockouts that is of primary 1 int·erest o It has bee·n demon-
stra,ted that ,vi~_~µ, stockout cost is. low, then those alt~-rii'atives which 
result in a large numbel9 of shortages may exhibit. t:he minimum cost· 
solution. \ 






D. Conclusions .. ,-
. ~£.------·--·-·-·--- ... ·· .. _.:...... 
.I 
. . . .-;1·.1}_.;,) ·,_ 
. J J . • 
. '\ ·-... ... :...__, 
.. t. \ 
-- Itq;hould be recognized that a silllulation, evell if pro~erly fo)-
·-r. . ·. · .. · .. · .. · .. ·.··.· .. ·.· •.·· ... · ..... . 
. •.\. _. . . ' 
. . . . 
.)· 
: 
. ! -· 




.• . . ~: 
' ·, 
mulated .. and coiiducted, is ·at best only an ~pp,roxirnaticln, -Lto a real . r:~. . ,.....____ 
. :. . 
-i 
. ~'-~ -":";-· . . ' 
~---·;·" -··,-_.' :,-........... _ 




-·~. Therefore·, any conclu~ions drawn from -this study ~re· ·merely obser~·-,, 
. 
. . ' "-~ . -.. ,,., ... ,. -................... .. .. .. 
. ·•. ·-' ·,. .. .. :... . .· 
. 
. 
·. vati·ons on this particµlar i~ventory system· for an ·est,ablished set• -. --
. 
. 
. '- . ...__ . 
of experimental conditions. ·The results· may be used as indi.~ators 
', 
~ ~·· ......... 
- but cannot be extended to general ·cone lusions. T])e conclusions p.re-: -
' . 
' '. ·-·-,.~,.·.-- -,. . 
'• ·--- --
---~>-....., - --·-· . . ,.,.: 
.·· sented below are listed ln order of dee teasing significance. 
' . &\;.,_...,.._~ 
! • 
(1) ·The variation in results among -.demand···sets~:/:iridicates.tnat 
"' ...... ,.,,,;' 
. ;- .. 




' '-, . 
I ,., 
,, "• tributing 'factor in ·the selec~ion of a policy t·o provide .... , .. ,, ... ,- .. , ......... .. 
... , ••• , ,. • ' ,,-,,1-.-, .. ,,,.,-,., .. ,.,.,.... • ••• 
. ' . ' .......... '.. . :: . . . . . . 
. , .•.•.. , ...... .,,, ... : • '.-•• ·,···- _ .. , .• _;,1'\"8 .. l .. -, ............ ' •. , -- ; ... ·, ... -.. :···· •• '._., •. , .••.• •• --·.·- ' ...... ·, ••• ~. '. '. ~. t\,::'.x . 
. 
' .............. ,., ... . 
................. ; . .,.,_: ......... · ... ;:: .... _ ....... _;, -·· ....... ~- .... ,, ....... ·:· .......... ' 
''• : • ,·• \ ' I• ,·. • ' '• •, '• '• '• • • '._ ,·, • • •'•• ·~• ' • ' •', •' ' ' • • 
' 
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safety stockC!I ' .. 
., ' The early production pol~cies were. seen to yield a minimum· 
-·- .. . . ... . . ,., ·(<:. ' 
. ... ,····· 
' . ~ -~ 
.- · c,~~st solution over a wide rang~ 'of stockout costs and 
should definitely be considered in the determ;Lnat·ion of a 
.. ·.-·~-·- l . 
,, ~ .. :...' ... 
. ,, ... , .. , 
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safety stock · procedure D 
Safety stock at all levels~ based on three or more standard 
deviations of time distributio·n · represents the 
ultimate in safety, but should only be used when service 
·,. 
is of paramount importance or when stockout costs are quite 
I 
high for· some other 
. ) 
reasono 
For the conditions tested, the SS10N-n ·policies never con·-
tributed to the minimum· cost solution . 
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,,,. .. -. 
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1 
,, .... , ... ,,;,,, ....... ·······-•L,, ..... , •..... ' ... ~·:-··J CHAPTER V 
$ .... _ .. .: ......... '. ....... RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FCJRTJB(ER. STUDY·-
.. J~The· most valuable extension. to this study ·is probably a para-
/ . 
\ 
metric .analysis of cost valueso In this· study, all cost parameters· 
have been held constant o Since~ the optim?,1 inventory policy is di-
--- , . 
. rectly related to holding cost and setup cost, these two factors are 
the most likely candidat·es to. investigateo . If the Poisson lead time·.· 
/ .. 
· 'assumption is maintained, then. :itt does not seem reasonable to conduct 
... --~· 
------~·---··· ····-
a more detailed lead time· analy~is in view of· the- rathe:7g queue 
. . . . . . 
.... ·. ·.,. - :--•-- .... ,:j" ... _~- •,c •. ·, 
times (12 to 15 days)1> Howetrer, one may wish .:to employ a .gannna distri~11 
( _: .\ .. · 
•' ,_; .. , ,, 
·bution whlcb'..'is·cont
1
~tnuous in days. and stu~y this effecto One may 
., 
also·elect t9't,1Se,,one of the standard simulation languages in contin~--
ii;/\ 
~ing this study. 
"• 
' 'l,. 1,i,-:; 
_ .. -- ... 
~_,,..,./,.,... ....... . 
":\· .... 
Ideally,· an analytical solution is still. the best approach to this . 
' .. . .- .. . 
. ".c, -n~ 
·;;•-· . 









' ,,'l,.· ' . ,,· ·, 
t ·. 
- . r.-. ~ __ '_ ~-~1~ ~~.~ be ~El.~)7, ___ an!!_~1! fact, may be .impos~ible- w_i.t_h__p_resent __ dy_namic--~~--... -. ";-,-/,-~. -:-c,-t-ii--.. 
I i-. 
progranuning techniques •.. One· approach would be to e:,cten9,, the fQJinu- -
·- . 
. . lation of C~apter II to e~compass the remaining levels in the. sy.stem . 
. ' 
' 
· and then to develop a recurs·ive formular relating ithe states of system 
-- 1: 
I . i t 
:in ·the -·p'i~·eyious planning horizon to. all .possible st~te~---in the present 
I 
J '- ~ ~ .-~. :·~,: .. ~;. •• I • 
horizon o · This i"s visualized, in- ,a sense, .. as a two-dime-nsional re--
/ •. ""'..t_t 
.· .. 










. .. \"· 
•.' 
cursive rela.ti9nship because decision-s are continuous, ,both. in time 
- -· . 
l ~,_,, 
---------·----- __ .- -···,'.'" -······ ........ -." ... ~ .... - ... __ , 
. ' 
from one planning horizon to · the next., and· within a horizon, · from one 
,.,_ 
level .to·· the.next. 
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. ... .. -~ .. ·-···-.... 
Until such time as an analytical solution becomes available, the 
metho'ci ·of''"simulatio:ri remains as -the most expedient approach to this 
' r, 
problem~ The reader is again cautioned against drawing :,invalid in-
ferenc~s fr@m ·the 
' 
results of this studyo Unless a.particular inventory 
system is closely related to the· model of this study, the. entire ex-
periment must be 
' . ' 
repeatedo 
! 
Hopefully, the contribution of th.is ·thes~ 
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........... ,.,,. ,.,,. ·-······j .... ,..... .. . . ... ·'c ·• , . , 
where, F(l) = s1 antl F(O)' = Oo Thusjl the minimum cost for the first 
~ periods comprises a setup cost in period j, plus charges-for 
filling demand dk, k = j+l, ..... ·,t, by carrying inventory from.period j;/"' 
plus the cast of adopting an optimal'· policy in. periods 1 through 
j-1 taken by themselves .. 
In. the pres_entation of their· ·formulation, Wagner and Whitin de-· ·. . Ii , 
. . 
' ~J- ·:. 
-~ - -- ~-




--. •'·1 .. 
· char.acteristics of the optimal solution which pe:rmi t the eliminiat,ion 
of some feasible decisions since they can never bEt optimal1 • ,· 
. . ".', 
---- ' 
_ . .,. ,,,_, ~'-'"'.,'.·~· ·-'··''·'''" ., . . . 
Theorem 1 :. An optimal policy exists such that it is never optimal 











' , . 
l ' . ,: 
'i'he.orem 2 : . ' There exists an optimal schedule such that part.ial'orders 
', l 




-Theorem 3: If it is optimal to procure· some future pe'riod' s dem~nd 
. in· a curre11t_ o.rder ~ ····then it'· ·1s·· oJ,timal to ;procure the. demands for 
·...:., 




. - \ 
. . 




. .~' . 
Into period t, then it is opt-imal. to -consider periods l through t-1 
' while ignoring ·the remainder of 1the horizon~ . . : ' \'.~~· ~ 
. 
. .. - ' 
,\ '1 'F. 
i; I ·-,, 
'. 0 
. . 





. incur a setup ··cost· ~~ period.· t 1 .~- t 2 .. when a subhorizon of t 2 periods 
is being cqnsidered ! ·. thei;i _ t~f. period. t > .t2 it is sufficient to con~ -_____ () . ·---------- ' . ''\ 
-- - -· ---··----- -------------
-- . 




-For example,. given that it _:is' ~ptimal · to incur a .setup in period 2 · , 
. •(.' 
. , when a . subhorizon of the .fir:s.t three periods is be1ng cqnsiq,ered, · · . ·, 
• ' ;\;,) -.. , • .., ....... ' •f:/ ,' ~ 
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, ... ,,., 
........ ~ .. ',, "'' , ..... , .. , .... , .. ,.., ....... ' . 
then for peripd it is sufficient to consider a setup cost for 
periods 2, 3, ancl 4. , 
·This ·proc·edure has be.en well received by many authors and ex-
amples of its applicati (>n can be found in numerous 11:extbooks; 
, ....... ___ ... ···~· ....... "; ......... 
see, 
(5, 343) and 86). 
'·-·1 
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APPENDIX l:I 
The stopping rule' described_ in Chapter, Il_I wa·s -- adopted from 
. ·, 
~ 
-~· ~ I 
• 
' 1 
, · Stein's Double Sampling Plan .. A discussion of this procedure 1 . 
.... 
-- ··-· . - - --- :__ - - -· ---
-- ·- . 
.,.,," 
.... ------·-..:. __ , __ 
' . // 
. -.~.f~~--, -.,· 
follows. 
. ------·--·- -
Suppose that random variables Xi are independently ~nd normally 
J 2 distributed with unknown-mean,µ· i and variance·, <1 -, and th~ problem· ''•1"1•-•,, '.'~·.-;·-,,,: ,,_,, 
', =-··---~---:--·~--,•-"•-· -,-· ... - • • ·•· ·-•••-·"' - • --·••·---.--•,-·k···• ·•• •--.--'-z ... ~H -i~-1~; • 
( 
. -is to estimate µ, by a (1- a)% confiden.ce interval of le·ngth· less 
,,.,, ............ . 
·· ·· · ·· ·_- .·~than, L. 
l . 
·1 ' 
1~ ·Specify:, · a = Pro_bability of rejecting a true hypothesis. 
L = Maximum--· length of · confidence interval . 
. "l) . 
n = Sample size~ 
. .· .. \ . : . . . 
. . 
· ... 2 .• '\, Calculat~: · 
\: SamJ?l~ mefln, · ..• i 0 
11. 
n 
_.!. I: X 
- n. · i=l : i 
'I 
' ' 
n ". 2 .. · · · :• 2 1 "~ 
-Sample variance, S - '-' (Xi ..;. X ) · · 
·.n-1 . 1 . n 
and· .. ··.·. 
.. 
N·,~ . -·· . -
1= . 





. ,.•,.•;. __ ,,::-:.--·· 
· . where,. ta is the two-sided a % point of the t-di·s~ributio·n ft):r. 
,(n-1) degre~s-nf freedom 





. 3 •. i Take (N-n) additional sample.s. 
\. 
. . ' \ · ,rt-. 
,, 
. l .. · 
... Th-~s -discussion -is taken from: Wetherill, Bar~ie G., Sequ~ntial · 
.. 
. . . 
... 
. < 





L·· _____________ · _______________ ,Methods in Statistics, pp~ 189-190, {New/ York:. John Wiley & So:p.s, Inc·;t·;'"'',., 
. 1966) 0 • <z:,~ 
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·Which can be ·shown ·to be less than -:L. 
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...... ______ APPENDIX _II 1 
•.;: 
,,, 
J The .resul tS ''<f.f' 8\ll simulated events are presented in th is 
Appelldix. , These data a'l'e organized as follows,: 
( a) Low Demand Case 
Table UI-1. Total Cost (excluding stockout) results. 
Table !II-=2 o Stockout results 
( b) _, Constant Demand C!~.s.~ ... ,, ... '" .... ,, . .,.,., .... ,, ,-· 
' . . ' ' . ,,',,,,,,,,,,,, . , 
' ' . . ' . ' ' " .. ,', . ' '' . ' ' . " .. ", ,,, ',,,,, :.,,,·,·h,-,,~1',•,'\'>'l',l'>l"-'',' ,., '' _-,.' "' ,-, '.'". ',·,. ,, );' 
" 
Total coSt '(eicluding stockout) results, -Table III-3. 
·. ,,,· . 
----. -.-·---··--
{( 
1st replication. ·I 
Table III-4. Stockout results - 1st replication . 
. ·;; . 
··{'. 
' ' 
. ·----·-'"' .. ,·~-·~----... ~--......,_, ___ .......,_~ 
.·. . . :.· ... - . 












. . Q 
' 
Total cost (ex. s.o.) re'suiis - 2nd replication. 
. . ,. •, ~1 (~:, .· . 
Table III-5 • 
Table III-6. I Stockout results - 2nd-replication . l r__.,. lh? ."*~ 
···-···,·· ., ..... ,,. 
- - --- - - -- - -- - ~- ---- -





' ......... _.,.,_ __ --. -
Table IlI-7. Total cOst (ex. s.o.) results - 3rd replication. 
(_c) 
Table III-8. Stockout results - 3rd replicatiOn. 
I 
Variable Demand Case 
·; ,, l 
Table ll,I-9. : )_Total cost (ex.· s.o.) results. ' ··-.•,:;. .. - '• . I; , 
I 
Table III-10. Stockout'·,results. 
'. ·---------. __ ·_ ---------- -----·--·----,--------,--- .. ... -c...:._,- . 
. ~~-
. . ' ' ' -....._ ' 
The confidence interval presented witfi the total >cost tables was 
.; t 
derived from the stopping ·procedure;" This should be interpreted as 
·, I, • 
saying, wit}i 95% ·cOrifiden,ce, t~~t the "tru~ populatior me~n is within 
the limits defined by th~ sampl~ mean pl~s and .,,minus olle-hal:f of the 
I ,, , 
' ' 
confidence interval. :( ..: .. .; 
, I 
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T~LE III-2 ,· -STOCKOUT RESULTS-DEMAND·: 
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TABLE III-5, ·TOTAL· COST (EXCLUDING STORKOUT) RESULTS-DEMAND: 
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. 1ABLE lII-8, STOCKOUT RESULTS-DEMAND: 
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TABLE III .... 9, TOTAL COST (EXCLUDING STOCKOUT) RESULTS-DEMAND:~ 
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Charleston Heights, South Carolina Graduated 195·3 --
The ·citadel 
Bachelor of Science in 
Electrical Engineering . 
Lehigh University 
Candidate for Master of Science 
In Industrial Engineering· -
· . PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
' \. 
Western Electric· Co. , Inc. (BelJ.- Telephone Laboratories) 
Whippany, New.Jersey 
Development Engineer 
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1 
--Nor-th Carolina 
Planning Engineer 1963-1967 . 
• ... ,;.-_ . ..:._, West~rn Electric Co., Inc. 
Princeto:Q. i New Jers~y ___ ... 
-_ .. Researc·h ·-Engine.er.· 
1967-1969 . 
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